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Organizational Knowledge Organizational Knowledge 

Knowledge-Based Engineering is the process or system that collects all the 
information available in the life-cycle of a product, and makes it re-usable.

In an organization, information at every stage in the life-cycle of the product is 
stored in various forms, some of which are indicated below.

Knowledge

Designs

Worksheets

Databases

Processes

Products

Thumb rules

People
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Problems in current knowledge structureProblems in current knowledge structure
The need to make the information, or knowledge bases, re-usable arose because 
of the following problems in managing knowledge.

Disorganized
Existing designs, databases, 
thumb rules etc., if not 
maintained in order make re-
usability difficult.

User - Unfriendly
Often, captured knowledge has 
not been documented well, with 
the result that it becomes difficult 
to understand.

Insecure
Databases which are not 
centrally maintained are 
susceptible to changes by 
users and become unreliable

Volatile
Knowledge that is not 
documented, like knowledge 
in the human mind, can be 
lost when people leave an 
organization

Excessive
While capturing knowledge 
is essential, too much 
knowledge would lead to 
confusion and in turn affect 
re-usability
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Need to Manage Knowledge Need to Manage Knowledge 
Apart from solving the problems mentioned in the previous slide, knowledge 
management has the following advantages

• Speed
Enables automation of repetitive and mundane tasks which otherwise takes away 
from the engineer’s productive work.

• Error-proofing 
Complex calculations and tedious database/ catalog lookups can be performed in 
a quick and error-free manner

• Skill base elimination
Eliminates the need for the design engineer to develop expertise in skills in areas 
not necessarily in his/her domain, eg., CAD.

• Easier design process 
The design process is simplified for the engineer as his/her intervention is required 
in a few decisions.

• More Innovation 
The simplification of the design process would enable the engineer to put more 
time and efforts in the pursuit of innovation.
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Traditional CAD systems – a comparisonTraditional CAD systems – a comparison

Features
The conventional approach used in 
most modern MCAD systems involve 
useful, but disjoint, techniques to aid the 
designer. Some of these are:

• Aids to create complex geometry
• Programming add-ons to ease tasks
• User-friendly interfaces
• Linkable features across assembly 
components

Drawbacks
However, these are not integrated in a 
way that would capture, organize, and 
dispense knowledge in an efficient 
manner. 
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Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE)Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE)

Examples of rules  supported 
with KBE

KBE works where traditional systems fail 
in Knowledge Management because of 
three main reasons:
• Need-based: Before identifying a step 
in the development of a product, KBE 
systems ask the question “why does this 
need to be done?”, not just “What needs 
to be done?”
• In-Context: KBE stresses upon the 
definition of knowledge as “information in 
context”. This simple guideline enables 
the trimming away of superfluous 
information.
• Re-usable: KBE, when implemented, 
automatically extracts all necessary 
information from every design cycle, and 
makes the information re-usable for 
subsequent design cycles.
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KBE LifecycleKBE Lifecycle

Exactly how does KBE ensure the capture, organizing, and dissemination of 
knowledge? This diagram, which shows the KBE lifecycle, throws light on the 
matter: Identify

Identify information that is 
relevant and of use to the 
process Justify

Ask relevant “why” 
questions: why is this 
needed?

Capture
Capture relevant 
information filtered 
through above stages and 
structure it

Formalize
Convert above 
information gathered 
into definite process

Package
Install the knowledge and 
processes into a system 
using programs, database 
links, and user interfaces

Activate
Put the system into 
practice 
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Cost Reduction via KBECost Reduction via KBE

Design Recreation
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KBE

Traditional
CAD

• KBE has a one-time higher design cost.
• Over time, for a design that is often recreated, KBE offers substantial 

cost reductions.
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Save Product Development Time

Reduce Development Costs

KBE systems are known to give as high as 95% time reductions

This comes primarily from time saving. Further, factors such as error reduction, easily accessible integrated
knowledge, etc contribute a lot to reduction of development costs.

Improve Innovation (invert the 80-20 rule)

80% time on mundane tasks,
20% time on innovative tasks

20% time on mundane tasks,
80% time on innovative tasks

To stay competitive, continue leading the market, and compete in the global market, an organization needs to
make engineers concentrate more on innovation. KBE is primarily meant for reducing mundane

tasks and aiding the engineer, not replacing him/her.

Competitiveness Demands KBECompetitiveness Demands KBE
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Competitiveness Demands KBECompetitiveness Demands KBE
Capture Engineering Knowledge 

Knowledge Base
with Engineers

Knowledge Embedded
in System

Reduce Design Errors
“Human” errors in

calculations
Validated system:
almost zero-error

This will help guard enterprise’s knowledge base against issues such as non-availability of expert engineers
employee attrition, etc. This will also help take knowledge from user level to the enterprise level.

All repetitive calculations will be automated, leading to not just reduced time, but also more precise results.
This ensures that engineering intent is adhered to.

Get Help to Achieve the Above Requirements

Slow Self-Learning Accelerated Learning
with Help from Experts

A leader prefers an accelerated enterprise learning as compared to the slow self learning curve to achieve
the above. The vendor who provides the solution needs to provide extensive training and regular consultancy.
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